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Mapping near-field profiles and dynamics of surface plasmon polaritons is crucial for understanding their
fundamental optical properties and designing miniaturized photonic devices. This requires a spatial
resolution on the sub-wavelength scale because the effective polariton wavelength is shorter than free-space
excitation wavelengths. Here by combining total internal reflection excitation with surface-enhanced
Raman scattering imaging, we mapped at the sub-wavelength scale the spatial distribution of the dominant
perpendicular component of surface plasmon fields in a metal nanoparticle-film system through spectrally
selective and polarization-resolved excitation of the vertical gap mode. The lateral field-extension at the
junction, which is determined by the gap-mode volume, is small enough to distinguish a spot size,0.355l0
generated by a focused radially polarized beam with high reproducibility. The same excitation and imaging
schemes are also used to trace near-field nano-focusing and interferences of surface plasmon polaritons
created by a variety of plasmon lenses.
S
urface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) are light-induced charge-density waves propagating along the interface
between a dielectric and a conductor, evanescently confined in the perpendicular direction1 with large near-
field enhancement. SPPs excitations are highly sensitive to perturbations in their vicinity, resulting in a
strong environment-dependent optical response. These unique features make SPPs extremely versatile in a broad
range of applications, including ultrahigh-sensitivity spectroscopy2 and biosensing3, super-resolution imaging4,
sub-diffraction-limited nanolithography5 and miniaturized photonic circuits6.
Being able to map the field distribution of SPPs is crucial for understanding their fundamental properties and
facilitating applications. The conventional method of choice is scanning near-field optical microscopy (SNOM)7,
since it fits very well the requirements of near-field detection with high lateral-resolution. In an aperture-type
SNOM system8–13, a bare tapered or metal-coated fiber is dipped into the surface plasmon evanescent field to
couple some of its energy into propagating waves. The coupling efficiency of in-plane and perpendicular electric-
field components of SPPs to the fiber depends strongly on the geometry of the tip aperture14,15. Previous experi-
ments have indicated a high collection efficiency of the in-plane field9,16, but unfortunately this is a subordinated
component that accounts for less than 10% of the field strength for SPPs of wave vectors close to the light wave
vector. This jeopardizes the goal of capturing the whole scenario of SPPs as the dominant perpendicular com-
ponent is not directly accessed for characterization. In contrast, a scattering-type SNOMuses an aperture-free tip
with apex dimension much smaller than the wavelength of incident light, similar to that used in AFM and STM
systems7. As the probe tip is located in close proximity to a metal surface, Rayleigh scattering of the evanescent
fields of SPPs occurs and the resulting scattering radiation is collected with a lens-based system in the far-field
regime. To obtain a reliable near-field image, removing background signals (including the incident light
and scattering radiation induced by other scatterers rather than the probe tip) is a critical issue, which usually
involves the use of a lock-in amplifier to pick up the modulated scattering signal at the frequency of cantilever
oscillations17–19.
Other state-of-the-art techniques that can potentially be used to characterize the propagation dynamics of SPPs
include leakage radiation microscopy20 and fluorescence imaging21. Although these techniques can perform
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real-time imaging of the total intensity of SPPs, the optical diffrac-
tion-limit restricts their resolution, thus hindering a detailed analysis
inmany situations such as near-field nano-focusing and interference
patterns with high spatial frequencies. In addition, both techniques
fail to capture or distinguish the dominant component of the total
surface plasmon fields. Therefore, development of an accurate, faith-
ful and easy-to-use mapping tool for characterizing SPPs, especially
for collecting the strongly-dominant perpendicular components in a
general class of plasmonic systems, is critically needed for extending
our understanding of the fundamental properties of SPPs and facil-
itating the development of plasmonic devices.
As a variant of the scattering-type SNOM, we report here a novel
near-field characterization scheme based on the combination of total
internal reflection excitation and surface-enhanced Raman scat-
tering (SERS) imaging. With the proposed scheme, we show the
mapping of the perpendicular component of SPPs in a metal nano-
particle-film system at the subwavelength scale. The electromagnetic
field associated with plasmon hybridized gap modes is strongly con-
fined within the particle-film junction and used to enhance the
Raman scattering of molecules within the gap. Polarization-resolved
excitations of the gap modes and subsequent SERS imaging further
confirm the efficient capture of the perpendicular field component of
SPPs. As demonstrations, we first examine the SPP patterns pro-
duced by focusing a cylindrical beam into a Kretschmann-type struc-
ture of a thin metal film deposited on a glass plate. For a radially
polarized cylindrical beam22, the detected SPP pattern shows a center
spot of 0.355l0, which agrees well with theory. Following the same
methodology, we visualize directly nano-focusing and interferences
of surface plasmon waves created by a particular class of plasmonic
near-field lenses, further demonstrating the universal use of the
developed near-field imaging method for more general evanescent
wave characterizations at subwavelength scales.
Results
Principle of surface plasmon characterization by SERS imaging.
Near-field coupling between propagating surface plasmons on the
metal film and localized surface plasmons of the nanoparticle in a
metal particle-film junction system offers a unique opportunity to
extract the perpendicular component of the former plasmon. For
example, considering the surface plasmon fields produced from
focusing a radially polarized cylindrical beam (see Fig. 1a), where a
plasmonic standing-wave interference pattern is formed on themetal
film, free electrons and virtual ions will concentrate alternatively at
the standing-wave nodes (see Fig. 1b). Upon introducing a sphere-
shaped nanoparticle, a vertically-oriented gap mode is excited at the
nodes by the perpendicular electric-field of SPPs while a laterally
aligned gap mode is formed at the anti-nodes where the in-plane
electric-field dominates (see Fig. 1b). The different schemes for
nanosphere-film interaction result in an energy splitting between
the vertical and lateral modes, as we will show later.
The nanoparticle-film interaction strength is governed by the
Coulomb interaction between the surface charges of the localized
dipolar plasmon mode on the nanoparticle and the propagating
mode at the metal surface23. As demonstrated in previous experi-
mental and theoretical work, the vertical gap mode presents much
stronger nanoparticle-film interaction, resulting in a red-shift of the
resonant peak position with respect to the lateral one23–26. This is
confirmed with our numerical modeling using the finite difference
time domain method, as shown in Fig. 1c, which shows wavelength-
dependent averaged Raman enhancement (corresponding to the
near-field enhancements, see Methods) within the junction for the
two types of gap modes. Thus, at an incident wavelength longer than
the intersection wavelength, the near-field enhancement associated
with the vertical gap mode is significantly higher than the lateral
mode. The enhanced electric field can then be used to boost the
Figure 1 | Concept of plasmon-hybridization directed characterization of surface plasmon perpendicular fields. (a) Spatial distribution of
near-fields associated with a typical surface plasmon standing-wave produced by a radially polarized cylindrical beam. (b) Illustration of a nanosphere-
film junction coupling to the perpendicular (A) and in-plane (B) electric fields of the standing-wave along the dashed line in (a), resulting in vertical and
lateral gap modes, respectively. (c) Calculated averaged Raman enhancement (RE) within the nanosphere-film junction generated by perpendicular
(REz) and in-plane (RExy) electric fields of SPPs, exhibitingmode splitting. The blue line illustrates their enhancement ratio. (d) Schematic diagram of the
proposed surface plasmon detection system based on plasmonic gapmode-assisted SERS imaging. (e) SERS spectra of 4-MBAmolecules collected from a
single nanosphere-film junction, with and without SPP excitation. Inset shows a simultaneously-obtained Raman image of a single nanosphere-film
junction. (f) Back Fourier plane image of the reflected radially polarized laser beam. The dark ring confirms SPP excitation at the silver-air interface over
all azimuthal directions.
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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SERS intensity of molecules adsorbed within the particle-film gap.
Therefore, by exciting the system with a proper wavelength and
acquiring the SERS signals through the surface, one can map out
indirectly the field-strength of the perpendicular component
(Fig. 1d). That is, the nanoparticle-film junction acts as an SPP-
antenna, transferring the evanescent surface waves into propagating
Raman radiation, with the capability to differentiate plasmon-hybri-
dized gap modes by their different optical responses.
We first examine the near-field distribution of SPPs excited by a
tightly focused beam at a wavelength of 532 nm, under an attenuated
total reflection configuration with a high numerical aperture object-
ive lens27 (supplementary Fig. S2). To create the nanoparticle-film
junctions, a sub-monolayer of 60-nm-diameter silver nanospheres
was immobilized on the silver film surface by thiol pairs of 4-mer-
captobenzoic acid (4-MBA) molecules28, which were also employed
as the Raman probe of the evanescent surface plasmon fields. We
have chosen this type of molecule because of their non-fluorescent
nature which avoids the uncertainty induced by fluorescence
quenching29. As confirmed by dark-field imaging (supplementary
Fig. S4), we precisely control the number density of nanospheres to
such a degree that only a single nanosphere is located within the
propagation region of SPPs. (For details of sample preparation, see
‘‘Methods’’).
The SERS spectrum of 4-MBA molecules (red curve in Fig. 1e) is
collected from a single nanosphere-film junction under radially
polarized beam excitation; the inset shows the Raman image cap-
tured by aCCDcamera at the position ofmaximumRaman intensity.
The SPP excitation is confirmed with the reflected laser beam
obtained at the back Fourier plane (See Fig. 1f) of the objective lens.
A dark ring is clearly seen in the reflection beam, meaning a
reflectivity dip in the reflection spectrum, and thus indicating the
excitation of SPPs at the silver-air interface. We then reduced the
incident beam size gradually with an adjustable iris aperture placed
just beneath the objective lens. The intensity and spectrum of the
SERS signal did not show significant changes until the dark ring has
just disappeared. Under this circumstance, the Raman image of the
nanoparticle-film junction cannot be seen by the CCD camera; the
corresponding SERS spectrum, the green curve in Fig. 1e, shows only
dark noise. This is evidence that the collected SERS signal from
molecules is mainly enhanced by evanescent surface plasmon fields,
rather than by directly transmitted light or evanescent waves induced
by total internal reflection at incident angles larger than the excita-
tion angle of the SPP resonance. Such complete suppression of
Raman excitations from transmitted light confirms the correlation
between the SERS imaging and the near-field spatial profile of SPPs.
Mapping surface plasmon fields by SERS imaging. The spatial
mapping of surface plasmon standing-waves, presented in Fig. 2,
were obtained by raster scanning the nanoparticle-film junction
over the propagation region of SPPs and recording the intensity of
SERS at each point (supplementary movie). A radially polarized
cylindrical beam was employed to excite the SPPs in Fig. 2a.
Because of the p-polarization state inside the full beam, SPPs can
be excited along all azimuthal directions, forming a sub-diffraction-
limited evanescent plasmon spot at its center (Fig. 2(a1)). This
measured pattern is in excellent agreement with the calculated
perpendicular field component (Fig. 2(a2)), but juxtaposes the in-
plane field distribution (Fig. 2(a3)), a typical near-field pattern
obtained by aperture-type SNOM measurements. The agreement
can be assessed quantitatively by plotting their intensity curves
across the center as we will discuss later. All the theoretical
calculations are carried out within the framework of the Richard-
Wolf vectorial diffraction method30 for a bare Ag film without the
presence of Ag nanosphere. As apparent, for excitations of plasmon
gap modes with a dominant perpendicular field component of the
electric field, the presence of the nanosphere in experimental samples
induces only a small perturbation to the distribution of SPP fields on
the metal film.
Figure 2(b1–3) present spatial mappings of surface plasmon fields
generated under other frequently-used polarized-beams, including a
Figure 2 | Mapping surface plasmon standing-waves with gap mode SERS imaging. (a) Measured plasmonic near-field distribution produced by a
tightly-focused radially polarized beam (RPB) (a1), compared with the calculated perpendicular (a2) and in-plane (a3) electric field components. (b) The
correspondingmappings of surface plasmon fields generated under a tightly-focused linearly polarizedGaussian beam (LPGB) (b1), a circularly polarized
beam (CPB) (b2) and a linearly polarized optical-vortex beam (LPVB) of charge ‘‘1’’ (b3), to verify further the perpendicular field sensitivity of our
method and the RPB capability to produce a strongly confined perpendicular field at the center. (c) Cross-section comparison between measured
plasmon field (a1) and calculated perpendicular field component (a2). (d) Statistical measurement of the lateral field-extension of the central spot with 50
randomly-selected nanospheres on themetal film, verifying accuracy and reproducibility of ourmeasurement. Incident wavelength is 532 nm in all cases.
Area of each contour map is 4 mm34 mm.
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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tightly-focused linearly polarized Gaussian beam, a circularly polar-
ized beam, and a linearly polarized optical-vortex beam of charge
‘‘1’’31. All the measured results are in good agreement with calculated
perpendicular field distributions (supplementary Fig. S3). These
results not only illustrate clearly that the plasmonic near-field distri-
bution recorded by SERS imaging is sensitive to the perpendicular
SPP field for which a bright or dark central spot is highly polariza-
tion-dependent, but also reveal explicitly the capability of a radially
polarized beam to form a strongly-confined perpendicular field
because of its full-beam p-polarization and in-phase plasmon excita-
tion. This capability is missed in other beams either because of the
spatially-variant p-polarization in Fig. 2(b1) and 2(b3) or because of
the out-of-phase excitation of SPPs in Fig. 2(b1) and 2(b2).
As mentioned above, the lateral extension of the strongly-confined
perpendicular field can be extracted through plotting the Raman
intensity across the center of a standing-wave. Figure 2c shows a
comparison between the experimental result extracted from
Fig. 2(a1) and our calculation result based on the Richard-Wolf
method. By measuring the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of
the central peak, we can obtain the lateral field extension. The results
from 50 randomly-selected silver nanospheres are presented in
Fig. 2d, showing measured spot sizes approximately following a nor-
mal distribution (see inset) with mean value of 189 nm (0.355l0) and
standard deviation of 7 nm. The slight deviation from the theoretical
value (185 nm) could be attributed to the difference in the electric
permittivity for the silver film used in our experiment and that used
in the numerical calculations and to the perturbation of the presence
of the nanoparticle on SPPs as well as the finite scanning step size of
40 nm. The excellent agreement of mean value and small standard
deviation indicate a high reproducibility as well as the high accuracy
of our measurements. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
direct measurement of the spot size of a plasmon virtual probe down
to the sub-wavelength scale in the visible range.
Unveiling nano-focusing interferences of plasmon lens systems.
Plasmon lenses are the near-field counterpart of conventional optical
lenses, with which surface plasmon fields can be focused to
form a spot with tuned-dimensions32,33. Their integration with
plasmon waveguides offers great potential in applications such as
miniaturized photonic circuits. Thus, it is particularly important to
uncover the near-field behavior of a specific plasmon lens before
using it in practical applications. Here we apply the developed
SERS imaging method to study the focusing process of surface
plasmon waves created by arc-shaped structure-free plasmon
lenses (Figs. 3 and 4). Such plasmon lenses are achieved by a
tightly-focused radially polarized cylindrical beam but with only a
single (Fig. 3a) or few arc-shaped beam segments (Fig. 4a and b) for
SPPs excitation, exhibiting their directional, dynamic and reconfi-
gurable advantages. (For details of the structure-free plasmon lenses,
see supplementary Fig. S2)
The experimentally-measured Raman intensity distributions and
the theoretically-calculated near-field profiles (Fig. 3b–d) were com-
pared for plasmon lenses of various expanding angles. The dimen-
sions of the focal spot can effectively be tuned by changing the
expanding angle; the larger the angle, the more confined the spot.
This is similar in concept to the numerical aperture of an optical lens,
which is defined as n 3 sin(h/2), where n represents the refractive
index of the medium and h the expanding angle of the lens. For the
purpose of comparison, we calculated the corresponding near-field
distributions using the Richard-Wolf method, with the results shown
in the right column of Fig. 3b–d (red-white contourmaps). The exact
details of the interference fringes are clearly visualized, matching
experimental observations.
As a final demonstration, we investigate the near-field interference
process of SPPs in systems consisting ofmultiple plasmon lenses. For
simplicity, we consider only symmetrically arranged quadruple-and
triple-arcs, schematically illustrated in Fig. 4a and b, respectively.
The expanding angle for each plasmon lens in the calculation and
experiment is set at 30u. The calculated plasmon fields, shown in
Fig. 4c and d, both present a set of plasmonic focal spots within
the central area but with different arrangements. The quadruple lens
system formed a face-centered arrangement whereas the triple lens
formed a close-packed hexagonal arrangement. Again, the measured
interference patterns within the central area (see Fig. 4e) through
SERS imaging unambiguously reveal complex near-field interfer-
ences of each lens system. By carefully designing the number,
Figure 3 | Uncovering the near-field dynamics of an arc-shaped structure-free plasmon lens. (a) Schematic illustration of the lens produced from
focusing an arc-shaped RPB segment defined by expanding angle h. SPPs from the lens propagate radially towards to the center, forming a plasmonic focal
spot. (b)–(d) Experimentally measured (purple-white) and calculated (red-white) plasmon fields at the metal surface under expanding angles 90u, 120u,
and 180u, respectively, showing strong matches. Area of each contour map is 8 mm38 mm.
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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arrangement, and expanding angle of plasmon lenses, a variety of
interference patterns can be created, which can be used for applica-
tions such as nanolithography.
Discussion
Above, we have demonstrated a variant scheme of scattering-type
SNOM to map near-field interferences of SPPs with high spatial
resolution. On the one hand, a nanoparticle-film junction, instead
of a motorized metallic tip, is employed as a surface plasmon
antenna, which not only simplifies greatly the detection configura-
tion, but also preserves the perpendicular field sensitivity because of
the polarization-resolved excitation of plasmon-hybridized gap
modes. This is particularly important for a complete characterization
of SPPs fields because the perpendicular field component usually
dominants over the total field strength for SPPs of wave vectors close
to the light line. In general, a gap distance below 5 nm is sufficient to
induce strong coupling between the nanoparticle and the film and
the subsequent Ramanmapping. A larger gap distance (.10 nm, for
example) results in weak coupling between the nanoparticle and film
and thus a weak near-field enhancement that is not sufficient to
enhance the Raman intensity from the molecules in between.
In our scheme, on the other hand, surface-enhanced Raman scat-
tering instead of Raleigh scattering is collected for SPPs character-
ization. Although Rayleigh scattering possesses a larger scattering
cross-section, its wavelength is exactly the same as the illuminating
wavelength and hence is hard to extract from the incident light.
Raman scattering, in contrast, shows a small wavelength shift with
respect to the initial illumination, thus easily extracted using a notch
(or long-pass) filter. Meanwhile, because of the excitation of the
plasmon-hybridized gap mode, Raman scattering can be signifi-
cantly enhanced by more than 108 for a nanoparticle-film junction
excitation scheme. This greatly compensates for the small normal
Raman scattering cross-section and hence improves the signal-to-
noise ratio.
Finally, using the SERS imaging improves resolution, which is
determined by the gap-mode volume within the nanoparticle-film
junction. By reducing the nanoparticle size, resolutions of less than
50 nm can easily be achieved. The nanoparticle size between 40–
100 nm is appropriate for our experiment since their localized
surface plasmon resonant wavelengths locate at the visible range
covering the laser excitation wavelength. If the nanoparticle is too
large, it will not only induce a large perturbation on SPPs, but also
impair the resolution of our method. If it is too small, its resonant
wavelength is away from the incident wavelength, leading to a weak
Raman enhancement and a low signal to noise ratio.
We believe that the SERS imaging can serve as a generic SPP
detection tool. When working together with the conventional
SNOM system, it will provide a deeper and more complete under-
standing of near-field interferences of these versatile SPPs, and will
be very helpful in a broad range of applications such as miniaturized
photonic circuits, nanolithography, and super-resolution imaging.
Methods
Sample preparation. 4-MBA molecules and silver colloidal nanosphere solution
(nominal diameter,60 nm, 1010 nanospheres per mL) were purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich and nanoComposix, respectively. Silver film with thickness of 45 nm was
deposited by electron beam deposition on a cleaned glass coverslip. The coated
substrate was then immersed for around 10 mins in a 1023 M ethanolic 4-MBA
solution to form a self-assembledmonolayer (SAM) of 4-MBAmolecules. The sample
was subsequently rinsed with ethanol andDIwater to remove excess molecules on the
surface. Finally, a droplet of diluted Ag colloids (100 mL,,109 nanospheres per mL)
was deposited onto the SAM/Ag plane and allowed to evaporate naturally, followed
by water-rinsing and air-drying at ambient temperature.
Generation of radially polarized light and linearly polarized vortex beam. Radially
polarized beam is converted from a circularly polarized beam by passing it through a
spiral phase element (to compensate for the geometric phase of circular polarization),
an azimuthal-type analyzer (to filter out the radial component) and two half wave-
plates angled with 45u (to rotate the azimuthal polarization into the radial
polarization), respectively. Vortex beam is achieved simply by illuminating a linearly
polarized Gaussian beam onto a spatial light modulator, which generates the required
spiral phase of a vortex beam.
Experimental apparatus. An Olympus oil immersion objective lens (603, NA 5
1.49) was used to focus the collimated incident beams on to the silver-air interface to
excite the SPPs. Raman images of immobilized Ag nanospheres on Ag film were
captured with a Thorlabs digital CCD camera. Meanwhile, Raman signals emitted
Figure 4 | Revealing the interference process of multiple-plasmon-lens systems. (a) and (b) Schematic illustration of symmetrically arranged
quadruple- and triple-plasmon-lens systems. (c) and (d) Calculated plasmon fields using vectorial diffraction method under 30u expanding angle.
(e) Measured interference patterns in the central area with SERS imaging, for quadruple-plasmon lens (upper panel) and triple-plasmon lens (lower
panel). The near-field behavior of the plasmon dynamics is well revealed. Area of each calculated contour map is 8 mm38 mm.
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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from 4-MBA molecules located at the nanosphere-film junction were obtained with
an OceanOptics TEC cooling spectrometer (QE65000). A piezo-scanning stage
(Physikinstrumente (PI), P545.3R7) was used initially to position the nanosphere at
the center of focal plane, by monitoring the intensity of Raman signal collected by the
spectrometer and the CCD camera, and subsequently to raster scan the nanosphere
over the SPP region to get the SPP near-field distribution.
SPP characterization. After an isolated nanosphere was found (checked with the
CCD camera) and positioned at the center of focal plane, Raman signals emitted from
4-MBA molecules were sent for further amplification to a Hamamatsu
photomultiplier tube (PMT), instead of the spectrometer. The scanning of PI stage,
the acquisition of data from the PMT, and the real-time displaying of SPP distribution
were all realized and coordinated via LabView software. For the two-dimensional
mapping of the SPP standing-waves, scanning range and step size were set to 5 mm3
5 mm and 50 nm respectively; for the spot-size measurement of plasmon virtual
probe, the scanning range in the X direction was set to 400 nm to trace the cross-
section distribution across the center, and that for the Y direction was set to 4 mm for
the actual measurements. The step size for both directions was set to 40 nm. For the
mapping of the nano-focusing of SPPs, the scanning range is 8 mm 3 8 mm with
scanning step of 100 nm.
Raman enhancement calculation. The averaged Raman enhancement within the
junction is employed to evaluate the field sensitivity of a nanoparticle-film junction,
which is calculated using:
REp~
X
i,j
Elocij
 4
ESPPij
 4
: ESPPij
 2
0
B@
1
CA
,
ESPPp
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in which Eijloc denotes the amplitude of the enhanced electric field localized within the
junction at the horizontal gap plane, EijSPP the SPP amplitude above the metal film in
the absence of a nanosphere, and p (either ‘‘z’’ or ‘‘xy’’) represents the polarization of
surface plasmon fields (perpendicular or in-plane field, corresponding to the vertical
or lateral gap mode), respectively. Vertical and lateral gap modes are produced by
sitting the nanosphere on the standing-wave node and anti-node of the SPPs, (see
Fig. 1b).
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